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Introduction
Welcome to Year 9.
We hope this booklet will answer many of the questions you may have about the year
ahead. It contains information you may find useful, including a comprehensive outline of
the contents for every subject your child will study this academic year.
As a school we are constantly striving to achieve outstanding progress for every student, by
delivering lessons that are always of the highest standard. We aim to build resilient learners
who are healthy, happy, and successful.
During the year, you will receive three Interim Reports (IRs) containing information about
your child’s progress and commitment in each subject. Each IR will be followed by Student
Review, an opportunity for your child to review their progress with an adult in school and
set new targets for improvement.
If you have any questions, please contact your child’s tutor or subject teacher, who will be
delighted to help.
Best of luck for the year ahead,
Mr J Houghton
Head of Lower School
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Ten ways to help your children succeed
In school, we often talk about the triangle of co-operation between school, student, and
home, as we know that for students to be successful, all corners of that triangle have to
work effectively together.
As a school, we have a wealth of professional experience in providing an education that will
enable your children to leave us, well equipped to deal with the next stages of their lives
and ready to move into honourable adulthood. That’s not to say we get everything right, of
course. We don’t, and we welcome constructive challenge from students and parents so
that we can continue to improve.
For students, our expectations of them are clear. We help them to act with resilience, and
constantly remind them of our County values, expecting them to act with a generosity of
spirit, a creativity in all of their endeavours, whilst celebrating success in all of its forms. We
are not a school of onerous rules, but our expectations of students are clear, and we are
proud of how willing they are to live up to them.
For parents and carers, though, these teenage years can be challenging. As children
naturally seek and are given more independence, it can feel as if our influence over their
day-to-day lives is waning. This feeling can be especially acute when navigating the world of
school, which can seem alien to our own experiences of education.
What follows, then, are ten ways that parents can help their children succeed at school. The
list is not exhaustive, but is intended to provide some tips and guidance that we hope is
helpful.

1. Talk to your children about school positively and celebrate
education
Asking open-ended questions about school and listening is the best approach to ensuring a
healthy dialogue remains open about school. If your child is more reluctant to share their
world, more specific questions like “What made you laugh at school today?”, “What’s the
best question anyone asked at school today?” or “What was your favourite lesson today?”
might work.
What is most crucial, though, is that all of us celebrate school and education. If students
hear their parents criticise school, then it becomes harder to work constructively towards
solutions where you feel we are falling short. Likewise, if parents dismiss a subject (“I was
always rubbish at Maths, too”), it becomes much harder for students to motivate
themselves to overcome whatever barriers they may be facing in that subject.
Students attending County are privileged to have the access to education they do, and
celebrating this wherever possible will help them maintain a perspective on the more
difficult times.
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2. Read with them, to them, and let them see you read
We know from research that a student’s literacy will have a significant impact on their
happiness, health, and success. Promoting reading at home by filling our homes with things
to read, and prioritising reading in our busy schedules, is an enjoyable way that families can
support their children educationally.

3. Help them with their organisation, not their work
Parents and carers sometimes report to us that they feel unable to help their children with
their schoolwork, because approaches and methods they were taught at school have now
changed. Attempts to help can therefore lead to conflict at home.
It’s worth remembering that students will be set work in line with their stage and ability,
and will be given support by teachers to complete it. If your child feels this is not the case,
then please ask them to speak to their teacher. If they still feel at a loss, then please contact
a subject teacher directly yourself.
In most cases, though, your child will have the tools to do their work, and it is an important
part of them developing as resilient and independent learners to work through this on their
own.
Where parents and carers can help is with organisation and prioritisation. Children, for the
most part, are not highly skilled in these areas, not having had the life experience to develop
them fully. Spending time regularly with your child, helping them to schedule their work
and plan, is therefore likely the best way you can help them.

4. Communicate with school - teacher, tutor, planner
Maintaining an open and constructive dialogue with school will help ensure that we are
working together in the best interests of your child. The easiest way to do this is via the
student planner. Please ensure that you check and sign it each week, and write any
messages that you would like the tutor to see in there.
If you have any questions or concerns that are general in their nature, then a tutor should
nearly always be your first port of call. If the enquiry relates to a subject, then please
contact the relevant subject teacher.
Whilst it might be tempting to email a Head of House or Head of Department, please try to
avoid this. Our staff are dedicated professionals who work hard to do their best for all
children and will be happy to discuss your situation. If you don’t feel as if an issue has been
resolved to your satisfaction, then of course you should feel free to escalate it.
The email addresses of all tutors and teachers are available on our website.
If your child is unwell, or you need to get an urgent message to them during the school day,
please contact the school office on 01483 504089, or at office@guildfordcounty.co.uk.
Please refrain from contacting your child on their mobile phones during the school day.
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5. Make sure they have a place to work at home
We all find ourselves in different situations at home, and it will not be possible for all
children to have their own desk where they can focus in silence on their home learning.
However, working out as a family which part of the home can be used for schoolwork, and
when, and spending time organising that space to make it conducive to study, will be of
great benefit.
The most important factor in making this a success is ensuring that any workspace is free
from distractions. Sometimes students report working for “hours” on their homework,
when the reality is that much of that time was filled with diversionary activities - using social
media, surfing the web, communicating with friends, and choosing what music they want to
listen to. Students in the Lower School will rarely find themselves in a situation where they
must work for more than an hour a night, provided they are planning their work effectively
and working in a focused way.
With recent school closures, where children have been asked to engage with their learning
at home, having adequate technology that will allow students access to Microsoft Teams
and other online platforms has become more important. Clearly, unfettered access for all
children in a household will not be possible for all, but please take the time to consider
whether your child is well-placed to work at home in the hopefully unlikely event of them
not being able to attend school physically.

6. Get access to EduLink One and Teams
All home learning is recorded on a platform called EduLink One, which parents can access. It
can also be used for viewing Interim Reports, among other things. If you are not yet set up
on EduLink One, please contact our Office Manager on krobinson@guildfordcounty.co.uk.
During lockdown, much of our work continued on the Microsoft Teams platform. Having
experienced the benefits this offers, it is likely that we will use this more, even when school
is open. Unfortunately, the system does not allow us to provide parental access; however,
there is no reason why you shouldn’t sit with your child using their log-in to review any work
they have been set.
Aside from EduLink One and Teams, ensuring you are set up on ParentMail will mean you
receive school communications and are able to pay for trips and food at school. It is also a
good idea to regularly visit the school website, and follow our social media feeds.

7. Have a time every evening when phones are switched off
Students do not need phones in school. A student without a phone will not be
disadvantaged, and might enjoy the freedom it offers them. However, if you choose to
allow them a phone, please ensure they understand that it is not to be used in the school
building, unless they are directed to by a teacher.
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Technology offers children many advantages, and we celebrate this in school and work to
help them understand how to use it responsibly. It also has some risks, though, with initial
research linking too much phone use to decreased sleep, increased distractibility, poorer
academic performance, and obesity.
There are also social risks. Understanding how to communicate on social media platforms in
a responsible way is nuanced, with many adults often getting this wrong. This is why most
social media platforms recommend that they are not used by children of Lower School age.
Despite this, nearly all the issues we deal with in school take place either entirely, or in part,
on these platforms, with the majority taking place outside school time.
If you choose to give your child technology, we recommend that its use is supervised by you,
with limits set on their access, and checks on their use carried out regularly. We would also
recommend that technology is switched off within two hours of bedtime.

8. Speak with them about physical and online safety
We are blessed with a glorious school site near the centre of Guildford, but this comes with
some challenges. The roads approaching the school and immediately outside are busy,
especially during commuter hours. We speak to students in school about ensuring their
safety on their journeys to and from school, but this message will be more effective if it is
also discussed at home.
We also work extensively with students in helping them to understand how to be safe
online. Tragically, every year, some children in this country fall prey to adults who make
connections with them online. In some cases, this has led to children meeting up with
adults physically, with dire outcomes. Often in these cases, the children involved are
outwardly happy, smart, and savvy: the children that their parents and teachers thought
would be the last to be tricked.
The NSPCC and Childnet International websites provide a wealth of useful information about
the physical and online safety of children and we would recommend that you review the
advice they offer.

9. Help them develop effective habits and routines
A common factor among successful students is that they have habits and routines in place
that ensure they are doing the right things. Helping your child establish these routines is
one of the most important things a parent or carer can do. You might want to think about
the following:
 Insisting on regular bedtimes and wakeups
 Having a time each day when your child checks their timetable and planner, making
sure they have everything they need for the next day, including stationery, books,
kit, instruments, food and drink, and any home learning that is due in.
 Getting them to lay their uniform out each evening. Our uniform is important at
County, and our students wear it smartly, correctly, and with pride. Wearing the
wrong uniform can make students feel as if they don’t belong.
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Ensuring they have a large, healthy breakfast. It’s hard for a child to learn when they
are hungry.

10. Talk to them about our values
We are a school of forward-looking traditions, and we constantly talk about what it means
to be a County student. At the heart of this are our values, and looking for opportunities to
celebrate these at home will help your child understand and make them a part of their life.
County students:
 Have a generosity of spirit
 Are creative in all their endeavours
 Celebrate success in its many forms

Key Dates

Personal, Social, Health and Economic education (PSHE)
In Year 9, students look explore the following PSHE topics:







Legal and illegal drugs
Body confidence
Sex, the law and consent
Contraception and STIs
Essential life skills
British Values
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Subject

Art, Craft & Design
Topics to Study

Autumn Term
Theme: Portraiture
Proportion and perspective, Mixed media & composition
Developing skills in Research, Experimentation, Observational drawing
Inspirational artists & research to include Jenny Saville, Jonathan Yeo, Mark
Powell
Spring Term
Theme: Icons
Developing skills in portrait art, 2D and 3D
Inspirational artists & research may include Grayson Perry, Shepard Fairey

Assessments

Summer Term
Theme: Steam Punk Birds
Developing skills and originality with paper craft, 3D design and
observational drawing.
Inspirational artists & research may include Denise Hopkins, Matt Adrian
Vladimir Gvozdev, Alex Konahin
Autumn Term
First lesson baseline assessment – an observational, tonal drawing
Continual assessment throughout the term
Spring Term
Continual assessment throughout the term.
Formal assessment will be practical and take place in lessons
Theme: Icons

Home Learning

Key Resources

Formal Exam
How can parents
help?

Summer Term
Continual assessment throughout the term.
Formal assessment will be practical and take place in lessons
Theme: Steam Punk Birds
Home learning will enable the students to consolidate on their learning in
the classroom, and will be set according to the official homework timetable.
Examples of activities set include: Research; Practising practical skills;
understanding key terms;
BBC Bitesize – KS3 Art & Design
https://www.bbc.com/bitesize/subjects/z6f3cdm
The Tate https://www.tate.org.uk/kids
The Formal assessment will be practical and take place over 2 lessons –
students will plan and prepare in lessons prior to the session.
Support & ask your child about their Art class work & home learning. Buy
the Art pack from school as well as have some art materials at home.
Visit Art Galleries and exhibitions to inspire a love of Art, Craft & Design
Local galleries include: https://www.wattsgallery.org.uk/ and
https://www.thelightbox.org.uk/ Great online galleries include
https://www.nationalgallery.org.uk/ and
https://www.metmuseum.org/blogs/now-at-the-met/2020/digital-digest
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Subject

Computer Science
Topics to Study

Autumn Term
Input Devices: Makey Makeys (in pairs, students design and create their own input
device and create a program of their choice to output the results).
Numbers: Binary/Hex (why computers only work in binary, how to count in binary,
what are the units of measurement, convert binary, denary, and hexadecimal
numbers).
Spring Term
Electronics: Arduinos (paired work to program Arduino devices using Spark Inventor
Kits).
Programming: Visual Basic/Python (create text-based programs using the constructs:
sequence, selection, and iteration).
Summer Term
Logic: Boolean Algebra (work with the three logic gates: AND, NOT and OR, create
truth tables, solve logic problems with up to three gates, read and write Boolean
expressions).
Programming: Text Adventure (create a text adventure story using Visual
Basic/Python, add sound and images to create an interactive game).

Assessments

Autumn Term
Online Assessments (Microsoft Forms/Socrative) for current topics
Input Devices – peer reviewed and teacher assessed
Numbers – worksheets, peer/teacher reviewed
Improvement Logs: students to reflect on their progress
Spring Term
Online Assessments (Microsoft Forms/Socrative) for current topics
Electronics – peer reviewed and teacher assessed
Programming Challenges – teacher assessed
Improvement Logs: students to reflect on their progress
Summer Term
Online Assessments (Microsoft Forms/Socrative) for current topics
Logic: worksheets, peer/teacher reviewed
Programming - peer reviewed and teacher assessed
Improvement Logs: students to reflect on their progress

Home Learning

Key Resources

Home learning will be set in blocks for each half of the term, and homework
assignments will be accessible online using Microsoft Teams and EduLink One.
Students will have to complete three home-learning activities and upload to the
assignments area for each half term. Grades will be given depending on the quality of
the work submitted.
https://guildfordcounty.sharepoint.com/sitepages/home.aspx
https://makeymakey.com/
https://www.sparkfun.com/sparkfun_inventors_kit
https://microsoft-visual-basic.en.softonic.com/
https://repl.it/languages/python3
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Formal Exam

50 – 60 questions online annual assessment (Microsoft Forms/Socrative) based on all
topics from the year.

How can
parents help?

Assisting students with accessing the school O365 platform from home. Uploading
assignments to Teams. Installing software at home for students to explore out of
class, including Visual Basic/Python. Talk about technology at home and discuss
relevant news stories about the impact of technology on society (good and bad).
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Subject

Design Technology + Food
Topics to Study

Rotations across all terms to include
Applying skills- in all subject areas.
Safe machinery and equipment usage.
Iterative and collaborative design
Low impact and local resource use.
Applying skill combinations
Investigating manufacturing techniques, CAD CAM skill development.
Iterative design process expanded to inform further decisions.
Third party feedback embedded into design process.
Developing own practical work to a set theme.
Multiculturalism in Food.
Please note that in year 9 students get the choice of which discipline to do
for the final rotation, which enables us to prepare students for potential
GCSE choices.

Assessments

Each rotation
The nature of the rotation system in D&T and Food means that students will
spend about 9 weeks in each of the four disciplines listed above and will be
assessed in each discipline throughout the year. Assessments are based on
Following instruction/demonstration, Progression of practical skills and
techniques, Correct use of equipment and machinery and how outcomes
have been developed.

Home Learning

Home learning will enable the students to prepare for and consolidate their
learning in the classroom, and will be set according to the official homework
timetable. Examples of activities set include: Research; Acting on feedback;
Revision and practise for end of term assessment/exam.

Key Resources

Year 9 work booklets, classroom displays, Solidworks instruction booklets
D.A.T.A H&S regulations, teacher demonstrations.

Formal exam /
Practical exam

40 Minutes (Knowledge and drawing skills, short Answer Based)
Please note that the year 9 Textiles exam will be a practical assessment

How can parents
help?

Support and ask questions to your child about their home learning.
Watch together; How it’s made, Dick and Doms absolute genius on BBC
iPlayer /engineering documentaries, Lego Masters and Cooking programs,
Bake off, Ella Ramsey.
Help around the kitchen: cooking basic recipes, such as pasta sauce, muffins
preparation of vegetables and washing up as they go.
If possible provide a space for your child to make things at home such as
junk modelling using recycled materials.
Visit museums such as Design museum, Science museum and working
museums such as Weald and Downland to inspire a love of Design and
making.
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Subject

Drama
Topics to Study

Autumn Term
Bedlam
Historical context, soundscape, physical theatre.
Let Him Have it!
Historical context, character creation
Spring Term
Theatre Practitioners
Techniques, practices, historical and cultural context.
Duologues
Interpretation of text and characters.
Summer Term
Devised
Extended project. Devising from a stimulus.

Assessments

Autumn Term
Creation of physical theatre based scene.
Character-based performance.
Home Learning booklets- theory
Spring Term
Creation of Practitioner based scene.
Performance of duologues.
Home Learning booklets- theory
Summer Term
Formal Exam.
Performance of devised piece.
Home Learning booklets- theory

Home Learning

Home learning will enable the students to consolidate on their learning in
the classroom, and will be set according to the official homework timetable.
Homework booklets are designed to be resource for formal exam revision.
Examples of activities set include: Research, Vocabulary, Design,
Performance analysis.

Formal Exam

Vocabulary, performance techniques, knowledge of practioners
45 Minutes (Knowledge & Short Answer Based)

How can parents
help?

Support and ask questions to your child about their home learning.
Assist in the completion of Home Learning Booklets.
Embrace any opportunity to watch and evaluate live theatre.
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Subject

English: Year 9: Other Cultures & The Outsider
Topics to Study

Autumn Term
Novel: Mr Pip or To Kill A Mockingbird or Of Mice & Men
Spring Term
Shakespeare: Midsummer Night’s Dream
Summer Term
Poetry Anthology

Note:

To work within government guidelines this year, it is likely this schedule will
change, with the poetry anthology taught first.

Assessments

Autumn Term
Reading Comprehension & Writing Test 1
Literature Essay Question
Writing to Narrate Assessment
Spring Term
Literature Extract-based Question
Summer Term
Formal Speaking & Listening Assessment
Poetry Assessment
End-of-year exam: reading comprehension, writing and knowledge
Ongoing in-class assessments

Home Learning

Home learning will be set fortnightly and will include:
 90 minutes of Lexia
 Three reads to a parent/guardian
 A task from a home learning booklet, which builds towards the
formal Speaking & Listening Assessment
 Other ad hoc tasks to support classwork

Key Resources

Our library, where the wonderful librarians can guide and support book
choices

Formal Exam

Reading comprehension, writing and knowledge

How can parents
help?

Reading is everything. Listening to your child read, read to them, and let
them see you reading. Fill your home with books, and fill your family
schedules with opportunities to read.
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Subject

French
Topics to Study

Topics to Study
Unit 1 Family and Friends

Unit 5 Home and Region

Unit 9 My Studies

Unit 3 Free-time

Unit 4 Customs and Festivals
Key grammar



Assessments

range of tenses including present, perfect, imperfect, future, conditional,
modal verbs
other structures including comparatives and superlatives
higher-level structures

One assessment at the end of each half-term – will test one or two skills each halfterm of listening,
Reading, speaking and writing

Home Learning

End of year assessment: reading and writing including translation
Home learning will enable the students to consolidate their learning in the classroom,
and will be set according to the official homework timetable.
Examples of activities set include: vocabulary learning, extended writing,
comprehension of French Reading on www.kerboodle.com

Key Resources

quizlet.com (vocabulary learning tool)
https://www.quizlet.com/
Kerboodle (online textbook)
https://www.kerboodle.com/users/login
Word Reference (online dictionary)
https://www.wordreference.com/
AQA Website
https://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/languages/gcse/

Formal Exam

Reading & Writing
1 hour

How can parents
help?

Support and ask questions to your child about their home learning.
Make sure they aren’t distracted by phones. Encourage use of online dictionaries.
Practise new vocabulary. Encourage your child to do extra practice on quizlet and on
Kerboodle.
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Subject

Geography
Topics to Study

Autumn Term
Is The Development Gap Narrowing In Our Shrinking World?
How Do Physical Processes Shape The Land?
Spring Term
How Do Physical Processes Shape The Land? (continued)
Extreme World: Do People Or The Environment Make A Place ‘Extreme’?

Assessments

Summer Term
Extreme World: Do People Or The Environment Make A Place ‘Extreme’?
(continued)
Where is the Geography? Skills and Reflection
Autumn Term
End of topic extended piece of work (lessons and homework): Is The
Development Gap Narrowing In Our Shrinking World?
Homework schedules include exam style questions as part of ongoing
assessments
Spring Term
Physical Geography in-class assessment
Homework schedules include exam style questions as part of ongoing
assessments

Home Learning

Summer Term
Formal Exam covering topics taught in Autumn and Spring terms
Home learning will enable the students to consolidate on their learning in
the classroom, and will be set according to the official homework timetable.
Students will be given a homework schedule at the start of each topic.
Examples of activities set include: research; exam style questions; creative
tasks; extended writing; revision notes to help consolidate learning in
preparation for the end of year formal exam; end of unit self-review.

Key Resources

Geography Department Twitter feed (@GCS_Geography)
News websites (BBC, Guardian etc)

Formal Exam

Is The Development Gap Narrowing In Our Shrinking World? How Do
Physical Processes Shape The Land? Extreme World: Do People Or The
Environment Make A Place ‘Extreme’?
45 Minutes (mixture of knowledge and skills including some longer answers)

How can parents
help?

Talk to your child about their home learning.
Discuss news and current affairs stories with your child and encourage them
to make connections between their Geography work and the real world.
Watch geographical/natural history documentaries together.
Encourage students to think about sustainability and their impact on the
planet.
Get out and see places!
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Subject

German
Topics to Study

AQA, Theme 1: relationships, music, film and TV, food and drink, sport
AQA, Theme 2: home and town
AQA, Theme 3: my studies, daily routine
Key grammar topics: past, present and future tenses; coordinating and
subordinating conjunctions; reflexive and separable verbs; comparatives and
superlatives.

Assessments

Regular vocabulary tests
End of Unit Tests
Exam Questions (Both in class and for home learning)
Mock Exams: Reading and Writing, including translation (June)

Home Learning

Home learning will enable the students to consolidate their learning in the
classroom, and will be set according to the official homework timetable.
Examples of activities set include: vocabulary learning, extended writing,
comprehension of German Reading on www.kerboodle.com

Key Resources
Quizlet (vocabulary learning tool)
https://quizlet.com/en-gb
quizlet.com (vocabulary learning tool)
https://www.quizlet.com/
Kerboodle (online textbook)
https://www.kerboodle.com/users/login
Word Reference (online dictionary)
https://www.wordreference.com/
AQA Website
https://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/languages/gcse/german-8668
Formal Exam
How can parents
help?

Reading & Writing
1 hour
Support and ask questions to your child about their home learning.
Help your child with vocabulary tests by testing them at home.
All years, sign their monitoring cards. We expect students to do at regular,
additional tasks alongside their homework, according to their needs.
Help your child prepare for their End of Unit Test by revising vocabulary and
grammar structures with them.
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Subject

History
Topics to Study

Autumn Term
World War One – Cause of the War
World War One – Life in the War
World War One – End of the War and Remembrance
Inter-War years – The Treaty of Versailles
Spring Term
Inter-War years – Hitler and the Rise of the Nazis
Nazi Germany – Life in Nazi Germany
Nazi Germany – The steps to War
World War Two - Dunkirk
World War Two – Life in the War
Summer Term
World War Two – Hiroshima and the end of the War
The Holocaust – Persecution in Nazi Germany
The Holocaust – Events of the Holocaust
20th Century – The Cold War
20th Century – Conflict and Politics

Assessments

Autumn Term
World War One – Baseline Assessment Source and research based
WWI & Treaty of Versailles – Factual test
Spring Term
Nazi Germany – Control
Nazi Germany – Knowledge test
Summer Term
WWII Dunkirk – Source analysis
Formal exam

Home Learning

Home learning will enable the students to consolidate on their learning in
the classroom, and will be set according to the official homework timetable.
Examples of activities set include: Research; Acting on assessment
feedback; Revision for an End of Unit Test; Source analysis.

Key Resources

BBC Bitesize – KS3 History
https://www.bbc.com/bitesize/subjects/zk26n39

Formal Exam

The Treaty of Versailles
45 Minutes (Knowledge & Source based GCSE style questions)

How can parents
help?

Support and ask questions to your child about their home learning.
Watching historical documentaries together.
Visit historical sites to inspire a love of History
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Subject

Latin
Topics to Study

Year 9
Roman Alexandria; religion – the goddess Isis Medicine and science; superstition
Roman Bath; Roman religion and soothsayers
Travel by road and sea
Roman soldiers; Agricola; Roman Camps
Key Grammar adjectives, pronouns, pluperfect, imperative, participles

Assessments

Year 9
Regular vocabulary checklist tests
Regular key grammar in context assessments
Translation and comprehension passages
Summer Term exam

Home Learning

Home learning will enable the students to consolidate their learning in the
classroom, and will be set according to the official homework timetable.
Examples of activities set include: vocabulary learning, grammatical chart
learning, grammar questions, translation, comprehension.
Set
text consolidation and question practice.

Key Resources

Link to OCR Latin for Specification and Past Papers
https://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/gcse/latin-j282-from-2016/
Cambridge Latin Course Books III and IV
https://www.clc.cambridgescp.com
ZigZag prose and verse literature set text guides
useful website https://classicstuition.com/

Formal Exam

How can parents
help?

Prose & Translation
1 hour
Support and ask your child questions about their home learning.
Regularly revise vocabulary checklists in manageable lengths.
Quiz your child on grammatical endings from their charts.
Engage your child in discussion of the storyline of their set texts.
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Subject

Mathematics
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Subject

Music
Topics to Study

Autumn Term:
Melody, Harmony, Sonority & Rhythm: Reggae
Home Learning: Musical vocabulary & Terms Test.
Listening Test
Performance Assessments - Students may use the class example of a
Reggae piece for their assessment if they wish to.
Spring Term:
Tonality, Structure & Sonority – Musical Letters
Home Learning: Listening Homework – Compare & Contrast.
Musical Terms.
Developing Elements: Toccata Cover versions
Home Learning: Research & Listening based questions.
Summer Term:
Developing Elements: Toccata Cover versions continued
Time and Place: Radio Adverts – Exploring music & media.

Home Learning

Home learning will enable the students to consolidate on their learning
in the classroom, and will be set according to the official homework
timetable. Examples are cited above.

Key Resources

BBC Bitesize – KS3 music
https://www.bbc.com/bitesize/subjects/zk26n39

How can parents
help?

Support and ask questions to your child about their home learning.
Listen to the examples set in H/W with your child and discuss impact
and effectiveness.
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Subject

Physical Education
Topics to
Study

Activities

Themes

Autumn
Fitness
Badminton
Netball
Basketball
Gymnastics

Spring
Dance
Gymnastics
Hockey
Handball
Football
Rugby

Summer
Tennis
Athletics
cricket
Rounders

Skill mastery, principles of attack, principles of defence,
formations

Assessment

Assessment in the Lower School is ongoing in Physical Education. Teachers will
assess students in each activity that is taught and give a final grade that reflects
their overall capability in the subject. This grade is based on both practical ability
and knowledge and understanding. As well as this, there will be a written exam
during their Year 9 formal exams focusing on the content that they would have
learnt throughout the year, particularly concentrating on how the body adapts to
exercise.

Home
Learning

There is no formal home learning in Physical education. The grade on their reports
addresses their preparedness for lesson in regards to PE kit.

Parental
Support

Encourage students to participate in any sports or exercise inside or outside of
school. Students are influenced by their families in regards to sports participation,
modelling a healthy lifestyle will help inspire them to do the same. Discuss and
watch with them sporting events and encourage positive role models.
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Subject

Philosophy, Religion and Ethics
Topics to Study

Autumn Term
Christianity Beliefs and teachings
Spring Term
Christianity Beliefs and Teachings (finishing)
Buddhism Beliefs and Teachings
Summer Term
Buddhism Beliefs and Teachings (finishing)

Assessments

Autumn Term
Spring Term
End of unit assessment
Summer Term
Formal Exam
End of unit assessment

Home Learning

Home learning will enable the students to consolidate on their learning in
the classroom, and will be set according to the official homework timetable.
Examples of activities set include: Research; Acting on assessment
feedback; Revision for an End of Unit Test; Source analysis.

Key Resources

Kerboodle – www.kerboodle.com
Students have access to an online textbook, quick quizzes, and , example
exam answers.

Formal Exam

Formal Exam (45 minutes)
Students are examined on their knowledge from the issues in modern
medicine and the challenges to Religion.

How can parents
help?

Support and ask questions to your child about their home learning.
Dinner time conversations – engage in debate at home, students should be
able to back up their points with evidence and examples.
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Subject

Science
Topics to Study

In Year 9, students study topics in all three sciences that are separate from
each other. In Biology, students are taught GCSE from the start, and
Chemistry and Physics from February half term until the end of the year.
Autumn Term
Science and Friction
Build for the Future
GCSE: Genetics and Reproduction
Sculpture Park
Satellites and Space
Dam it!
Spring Term
GCSE Practical Skills
GCSE: Classification and Variation
GCSE: Properties of Matter
GCSE: Using Materials
GCSE: Forces and Motion
Summer Term
GCSE: Classification and Variation
GCSE: Properties of Matter
GCSE: Using Materials
GCSE: Forces and Motion
GCSE: Homeostasis and Responding to Stimuli
GCSE: Earth’s Atmosphere
GCSE: Energy

Assessments

Assessment is by end of topic test, a Key Stage 3 exam in February and an
internally assessed GCSE exam in June.

Home Learning

Home learning will enable the students to consolidate on their learning in
the classroom, and will be set according to the official homework timetable.
Examples of activities set include: Research; Questioning; Acting on
assessment feedback; Revision for an End of Unit Test;

Key Resources

BBC Bitesize – KS3 Science
https://www.bbc.com/bitesize/subjects/zng4d2p

KS3 Exam

All of Year 7, 8 and 9 topics up to Record Breakers
90 minutes (Knowledge, Application of knowledge & Short Answer Based)

How can parents
help?

Support and ask questions to your child about their home learning.
Watching scientific documentaries together (Youtube, BBC Learning and
iplayer).
Visit scientific sites to inspire a love of Science.
Buy the Revision Guides.
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Subject

Spanish
Topics to Study

Assessments

Autumn Term
AQA GCSE Spanish Theme 1 – Topics: Me, family and friends, Relationships
with family and friends
AQA GCSE Spanish Theme 2 – Topic: Home, town, neighbourhood and
region
Spring Term
AQA GCSE Spanish Theme 3-Topic: My studies
AQA GCSE Spanish Theme 1 – Topics: Free time activities (food, eating out,
sports), Music, cinema and TV
Summer Term
AQA GCSE Spanish Theme 1 – Topics: Customs and festivals in Spanishspeaking countries and communities
Autumn Term
Reading and translation
Listening
Spring Term
Speaking
Writing
Summer Term
Formal Exam- Reading, Translation and Writing

Home Learning

Home learning will enable the students to consolidate on their learning in
the classroom, and will be set according to the official homework timetable.
Examples of activities set include: Acting on assessment feedback; work on
tenses and grammar; vocabulary learning

Key Resources

Quizlet – www.quizlet.com

Formal Exam

Reading, translation and writing exam on: Hometown, School and
Relationships with family and friends

How can parents
help?

Support and ask questions to your child about their home learning.
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